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It's Not All Downhill from Here : AIt's Not All Downhill from Here : A
NoNovvelel
by Terry McMillan
Confident that her best days are still ahead,
a successful businesswoman relies on close
friends and her resourcefulness when an
unexpected loss turns her world upside
down.

LLethal Gameethal Game
by Christine Feehan
Recuperating in San Diego after a painful
injury, GhostWalker Malichai Fortunes
bonds with a woman he believes possesses
GhostWalker healing powers before
confronting a difficult choice in the wake of
a threat he cannot manage alone.

JourneJourney of the Phary of the Pharaohs : A Noaohs : A Novvelel
from the NUMA Filesfrom the NUMA Files
by Clive Cussler
Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew race to
identify a link between an ancient Egyptian
treasure, a 1927 daredevil aviator’s
disappearance and the sinking of a modern
fishing trawler to prevent a scheme by a
cutthroat arms dealer.

The BoThe Boy from the Wy from the Woodsoods
by Harlan Coben
A man with a past shrouded in mystery
searches desperately for a missing teenage
girl whose disappearance is triggering
disastrous consequences throughout her
community and the world.

The Crow's CallThe Crow's Call
by Wanda E. Brunstetter
When the sole providers of their
Pennsylvania Amish Country family are
killed in a devastating accident, Amy helps
her mother take over their greenhouse
business, which is being threatened.
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Hit ListHit List
by Stuart Woods
Former New York City cop turned
Manhattan law firm rainmaker finds himself
in rather hot water in a high-suspense latest
entry in the best-selling series. By the
Edgar Award-winning author of Chiefs.

The Numbers Game : A NoThe Numbers Game : A Novvelel
by Danielle Steel
Setting aside her dreams to raise a family,
Eileen reevaluates her sacrifices in the
wake of her husband’s affair with a famous
actress’s daughter, who discovers that she
needs to find herself before committing to
someone else.

Secrets of My HeartSecrets of My Heart
by Tracie Peterson
Reuniting with childhood friend and lawyer
Seth Carpenter, recently widowed Nancy
Pritchard reevaluates her loveless marriage
for clues about her husband’s dark secrets
before her quest for answers is complicated
by her growing attraction to Seth.

TTeexas Outlaxas Outlaww
by James Patterson
Receiving unwanted attention when his
country-singer girlfriend writes a hit song
about his heroism, Texas Ranger Rory Yates
relocates to a tiny municipality where he
investigates the suspicious death of a
corrupt councilwoman.

Across the WAcross the Waayy
by Mary Monroe
Tensions between the bootlegging
Hamiltons and the respectable Watson
families in Depression-era Alabama reach a
boiling point that leads to lies, deceit and
violence, in the finale of the Neighbors
series.
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After Sundown : A NoAfter Sundown : A Novvelel
by Linda Howard
Sela Gordon, the shy owner of a Tennessee general store, prefers solitude, but if anyone can chip away at her protective
shell, it’s the handsome, mysterious, ex-military man who’s been hiding for two years in the wilds of Cove Mountain.

FFearlessearless
by Fern Michaels
Falling in love with a divorced professor she meets on a singles cruise, widow Anna Campbell accepts his proposal before
uncovering disturbing facts about him and his children. By the #1 New York Times best-selling author of the Godmothers
series.

YYou Are Not Aloneou Are Not Alone
by Greer Hendricks
A lonely misfit with a dead-end job quietly envies a circle of popular sisters who hide dangerous vengeful truths beneath a
veneer of friendship, glamour and accomplishments. By the authors of The Wife Between Us.

A FA Forgotten Murderorgotten Murder
by Jude Deveraux
Gathering at a British country estate for a festive murder-mystery weekend, a retired romance novelist and her old friends
tackle a 25-year-old unsolved case that is complicated by the discovery of a murdered jewel thief.

LLong Rangeong Range
by C. J Box
Assisting an investigation into a fatal grizzly attack that is not what it seems, Joe Pickett become embroiled in the case of a
prominent judge’s wife by a would-be assassin who was shooting from a confoundingly long distance.

The Jerusalem AssassinThe Jerusalem Assassin
by Joel C. Rosenberg
Bestseller Rosenberg's gripping third Marcus Ryker novel (after 2019's The Persian Gamble) finds former Secret Service
agent Marcus ostensibly working for the Diplomatic Security Service, but in reality he's employed by the CIA.
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